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Dedication

Last spring the Babson Players graduated 11 seniors, half of our organization at the time. For most clubs, that could have been a critical hit that could have sent them to the history books. The Players were different. The Players class of 2001 made sure that we were well prepared for the challenges we faced this past fall. From helping the new executive board get on its feet to teaching all of us the little loopholes that make putting on a show a little easier and a lot more fun. Because of these reasons and more, I would like to dedicate this show to the Babson Players Class of 2001 without whom this show would not be possible.

Chris Norwood
Players President
Cast List

in order of appearance:

Philip ................................................. Alex Stemrod
Chaz Looney ......................................... Chris Norwood
Brent Reynolds ...................................... Jeff Greenberg
Candy Apples ....................................... Christy Walsh
Sol Weisenheimer .................................. David Kosmos
Dick Shalit .......................................... Eric Ng
Victor Le Pewe ..................................... Aaron Honig
Mona Monet ........................................... Brigitte Gehring
Contance Crawford .................................. Alisa Boguslavskaya
Alabama Miller ..................................... Melony Isaac

There will be a fifteen-minute intermission between acts.

Please turn off cell phones and pagers for the duration of the performance.
Production Staff

Director.................................Edward Monahan

Producers..........................Chris Norwood, President
........................................Eric Ng, Vice President
........................................Chapman Grumbles, Treasurer
........................................Brigitte Gehring, Secretary
Stage Manager...................Scott Schreiber
Assistant Stage Managers.........Corey Tanase
........................................Cindy Fine
Technical Director/Set Design.....Craig Anderson
House Manager.....................Anthony Micale
Lighting............................Craig Aronson
Sound.................................Jeremy Hill
Props.................................Heather Zolna
Costumes............................Jamie DiMatteo
........................................Jemima Fevrier
Technical Advisor...............Hunter Gorog
Set Construction..............Cast, Crew, and Rebecca Shelly
Program..............................Aaron Honig
........................................Christy Walsh
Publicity..............................Aaron Honig
........................................Christy Walsh
Cast and Crew Bios:

Alisa Boguslavskaya (Constance Crawford): Time off from work: $500 / Airline tickets from somewhere you need to be to here: $1200 / Car Rental: $300 / Car breakdown and therefore another Car Rental: $600 / Realizing Onstar doesn't help if you're really lost: $20/min / Having to stop at a gas station and the clerk will only give you directions if you buy something: $0.99 / Finally getting here to watch Alisa, the incomparable wonder of the stage: Priceless.

Brigitte Gehring (Mona Monet): Brigitte is a sophomore at Babson. You might recognize her from last year's plays: "Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect" and "Damn Yankees." She is thrilled to be returning to the stage again this year. Brigitte has been on stage for most of her life either through ballet or acting. Some of her favorite roles include: Velma in "West Side Story," Gilmar in "Godspell," Addy Annie in "Oklahoma!," Mrs. Potphar in "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," and Ronette in "Little Shop of Horrors." Brigitte thanks her family, her roomy, her friends, and everyone involved with the show for their support and a great time! She hopes you enjoy the performance. Good night!

Jeff Greenberg (Brent Reynolds): Hailing from the Constitution State of Connecticut weighing in at 87 pounds of pure kosher meat, this is Jeff's 165th show with the Babson Players. When we last saw Jeff on the stage he killed the evil plant Audrey II, will he be able to do the same with the killer on the loose in Drop Dead, you will have to stick around to know. Jeff also wants to thank his parents, sister the rest of his family, and friends (Welles and otherwise) for all their support. Jeff also co-hosts a radio show, and really needs people to listen.

Aaron Honig (Victor LePew): Aaron really showed his dedication to the players this fall by growing both a mustache and really really long blonde hair. Yes it is natural in case you were wondering. He also is proud to be able to steal attention from a half-naked female cast mate. He is thankful to Liberachi and Zach from Chorus Line without whom his performance would not have been possible. Aaron would like to thank his family and girlfriend, Emily for their continued love and support. Finally, quit looking at his bum, he knows your doing it, so stop.

Melony Isaac (Alabama Miller): Melony has been an actress from birth. Although at that time she stuck mainly to mime until she gained the ability to speak. She has been in numerous plays, musicals, and dramatizations. This is her first of many plays at Babson. Be sure to catch her radio show on Sat's at 4-6 on Babson Radio...@Radio.babson.edu

David Kosmos (Sol Weisenheimer): Since he was young David Kosmos, commonly known as Kos, traveled the country side looking for the ultimate answer. In his journeys he learned many things, nothing that meant anything, but still many things. What color the sky is. How many blondes it takes to screw in a light bulb. But not the ultimate answer. Why haven't the Mariners won the World Series?!?

Chris Norwood (Chaz Looney): This is Chris's fifth performance and third on stage appearance with the Babson Players and he has enjoyed it tremendously. While not on stage, Chris vies for the World's Strongest Man Competition. Though he has yet to win a title, he insists that it is now his chance due to the fact that reigning champ Magnus Ver Magnuson has retired. He spends the rest of his time performing covers of famous Wesley Willis Songs, competing in the Canadian Men's Curling Competition, training Navy Seals and photographing pretty birds.
Eric Ng (Dick Shalit): This is Eric’s seventh show with the Babson Players, and the excitement still has yet to fade. He has enjoyed working with this group over the past several years, and is looking forward to one more year of greatness. To the Players, thanks for the fun, the laughs, and the pratfalls.

Alex Slemrod (Philip): In a far off place called Pennsylvania in the year 1982, Alex Slemrod was born. While in high school, he was in such shows as The Crucible, Taming of the Shrew, and To Kill a Mockingbird. Apparently, he could act. So he decided to try out for his first show at Babson and got the part of Phillip. When asked how he would describe Phillip he was quoted as saying, “It’s a simple math equation. Smithers from The Simpsons multiplied by Jack from Will & Grace.” He has had a great time with the Players. He hopes that everyone, including his new friends here at Babson, enjoy the show. Lastly, thanks to everyone for the support he has received within and outside of the show.

Christy Walsh (Candy Apples): Christy is very excited to be part of her third show at Babson. You may have seen her last year in “Damn Yankees” and “Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect” playing “Girl”. She is even more excited this semester because her character actually has a name and she doesn’t have to lug around a baby doll onstage! Instead she gets high heels, a cheesy character name, and you’ll see what else…. (To all those who saw the show last year… look for parallel coincidences between the two.) She would also like to thank her family, friends, and the cast for another great show.

Edward Monahan (director): This is the seventh show that Ed has directed for the Babson Players. Ed’s past directorial credits include “Rumors”, “Noises Off”, “Fools”, “Biloxi Blues”, and “Lie, Cheat and Genuflect.” Ed is a graduate of Babson College and a former Babson Player himself. Ed enjoys the time he spends with the students at Babson. The entire cast and crew have been dedicated from the beginning of the production and always worked with a smile. Ed dedicates his efforts in the production to his wife Katie, and his sons Zachary and Jakob.

Scott Schreiber (stage manager): The endangered wild Scott Schreiber is a strange animal. It is commonly found in upstate New York, but migrates to Massachusetts in the late summer. Photographers claim to have spotted wild Scott Schreibers in the production of “Damn Yankees” at Babson last semester, but these rumors are as of yet unconfirmed. Researchers have discovered that this animal is currently engaged in a ritual known as “stage managing,” and that its life span is significantly shortened without a large amount of rhythmic loud noise every night. Save a Scott Schreiber; enjoy the show!

Craig Anderson (technical director): This is Craig’s first experience as Technical Director. He had requested the title of “Master of All Things Technical” however the Board rejected any and all titles containing the word “master.” This will be Craig’s third show with the Players having been involved in “Damn Yankees” and “Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect” his freshman year.
Good Luck
Aaron
and to
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and Crew
of
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The Honig Family
To Eric

Good Luck!

With all our Love

Angela and Mark

To Christy and all

The Babson Players

Good Luck on

Your Performances

Mom, Dad, and Jess
Congratulations To All The Babson Players

Karl and Louise Norwood
Jeff and The Babson Players you done good!

Actually, you have done incredibly, but I don't want you getting a big head or anything!

Our Best,
The Greenberg Family
Here's to a Great Performance!!

Thanks for always keeping us entertained!

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS LIFE

Congratulations to the Babson Players on another great show!!

From the Office of Class Deans:

Jim Berrigan, Brent Damrow,
Jamie Glanton Costello, Chip Kennedy,
Steve Lerner, Christine Merlo,
Conchita Prada-Strange, Pam Solomon
You won't lag behind, because you'll have the speed.
You'll pass the whole gang and you'll soon take the lead.
Wherever you fly, you'll be best of the best.
Wherever you go, you will top all the rest.

Dr. Suess

Good Luck Chris and the rest of the Babson Players
The brothers of MA Theta are behind you –
It’s great to be a SigEp!

Congratulations to Christy and all the players
Love your EK sisters
Break A Leg Players
Babson Dance Ensemble
Come See Our Show

IDEAL BARBER SHOP

262 Washington Street, Wellesley

Ask for FRANK

READ & WHITE
Formal Wear Specialists Since 1914

54 Chauncy Street, Boston, (617) 542-7444
53 Central Street, Wellesley (781) 235-7444

www.readandwhite.com
Booster

AhandCN - ummBrevityis...witGoodLuck - CA
Breakallegeeveryone - BG
AH - thisismybooster - JD
BG - Gentlemenpreferblondes...toobadiamnotagentleman - CA
AS - yourejusthuper!!! - AB
AS - youaredoingagreatjob!andiamtoo.areyoussure?maybeiamandmaybeiam - MI
AS - yoursomacho.steve! - CF
MI - youaresoconvincingasalabama.youvedoneagreatjob - AS
AH - PhilipwillgiveyouaboosteralOL - AS
Iwouldliketothankthecastandcrewwithouthomtheshowwouldnotbepossible - CN
AH - Youlooksosexyinyourspandex - MI
JF - Youdidagreatjob!keepitupsexy - MI
Thankyouformakingmyfirstcollegeshowmemorableeveryone - AB
JD - whatafreakingcoopout - AH
CN - theSShasfallenhehasflashed,funnestshowrelatedthingever - AH
CA - dudeyourgame.evenhere.unbelievable - AH
JG - Shutup.justkidding.butseriously - EN
Youguysrock..goodjobeveryone - CW
CW - yeahpublicity! - AH
AH - yeahpublicity! -CW
CG - GBBF - CN
Eboard - onedown,onetogo!breakaleg! - CG
CastandCrew - HotTottiesforeveryone(onthehouse) - CG
Cast - Thanks - NG
Coming this Spring...

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying

April 4 - 6, 2002

Auditions:

January 27 - 28, 2002

Sorenson Center
Congratulations
To The Babson Players
On another outstanding Performance, with

Drop Dead!

Strength Through Influence.
Influence Through Credibility.

Call (781) 239-4222